[Assessment of sugammadex use efficiency and safety for neuromuscular block reversion].
Blockade of neuromuscular conductivity is a considered one of basic part of a patient protection in a concept of a balanced multicomponent anesthesia. The controlled neuromuscular paralysis in a combination of a sedation, an analgesia and a hyporeflection not only provides comfortable conditions to surgeons for carrying out surgeries, but also allows to manage a gas exchange, blood circulation and a metabolism in a patient. However in clinical practice there is such complication after application of muscular relaxant (not depolarizing) as a residual curarization. The residual curarization is interfaced to deterioration of the respiratory answer to a hypoxemia, swallowing dysfunction that significantly increased risk of aspiration and risk of postoperative pulmonary complications. Until recent time acetylcholinesterase inhibitors or prolonged ALV before spontaneous regression of the neuromuscular block were applied in clinical practice for the purpose of restoration of adequate neuromuscular conductivity and elimination of a residual curarization. However there are number of the circumstances limiting application of preparations of this group including it is related with rather high frequency of side effects and lack of efficiency at the deep neuromuscular block. Today in an arsenal of the anesthesiologist there was the latest chemical - sugammadex. Sugammadex realizes a new approach to restoration of the neuromuscular conductivity.